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RACIAL INTEGRATION IN HOUSING:
THE CASE OF NORFOLK'S COLONIAL PLACE NEIGHBORHOOD

By NORMAN H. POLLOCK

Mr. Pollock is Associate Professor in the
Department of History at Old Dominion
University. This article is drawn from a longer
chapter in a forthcoming monograph by
Pro fessors earl Abbott, Kenneth Galchus,
Norman Pollock, and Raymond Rosenfeld on
the evolution of the Colonial Place

Neighborhood, to be published by the Institute

of Goverment.

The hallmark of American urban life
from the beginning has been change.
Restless citizens constantly built new
residential neighborhoods only to
abandon them to commerce, to industrial
expansion, or to the slums needed to
house foreign and rural immigrants. This
process was enhanced dramatically at the
end of the century by the electric
streetcar, wh ich made it possible for the
growing middle classes to live in a
suburban environment while at the same
time working and shopping in the central
business district and partaking of the
city's cultural life.

In Norfolk, these "streetcar suburbs"
(Ghent, Brambleton, Chesterfield
Heights, Ballentine Place, Lafayette
Residence Park, Villa Heights, Park Place,
Riverview, Colonial Place, Larchmont,
Lambert's Point, West Ghent, and
Atlantic City) stretched in an arc round
the business district on the Elizabeth
River waterfront. All were linked to the
center by streetcar and looked
northward and eastward to farm and
beach.

The explosive growth of Norfolk's
automobile-oriented suburbia during and
after World War II pushed the rings of
popu lation growth beyond the streetcar
commuter's dlstance. The suburbs of
1890-1920 were left marooned on the
edge of a decaying central city, subject
to the blight of aging wooden houses
and the social and racial changes of
urban America in the 1950s and 1960s.

Th is essay is an investigation of the

recent history of one of these streetcar
suburbs-Colonial Place. Begun like the
others as a speculative land development
scheme, Colonial Place in the mid-1970s
has weathered the storms of social
change and maintained its desirability as
a residence, not only for the kind of
middle-class professionals for whom it
was originally planned but also for
upwardly mobile black families. Alone
among Norfolk's streetcar suburbs which
have had to cope with social and racial
change, Colonial Place has achieved a
diversity of income and occupational
groups without serious physical
deterioration. The factors which made
such a transition possible wi II be the
subj ect of th is study.

BEGINNINGS OF TRANSITION

In the 1950s Colonial Place was a
mature neighborhood, but no longer
suburban. The decaying central core of
No rfo Ik' s business district was now
surrounded by a ring of aging
neighborhoods, the future of which was
at best uncertain. And as the wrecking
crews of urban renewal began the process
of destruction and rebuilding which
transformed the. face of inner Norfolk,
waves of change were generated which
broke with shattering force on the old
streetcar suburbs. The strongest current
in these waves of change was the racial
element. Norfolk's black population had
risen from 45,893 in 1940 to 78,806 in
1960, and new areas were required to
house the expanded population
concentrated in the ghetto areas on the
edge of the business district. Also, since it
was the black neighborhoods which were
cleared to make way for roads, hospitals,
civic buildings, and public housing, their
residents had to seek new houses in
establ ished neighborhoods on the wh ite
fringes. Consequently, many of the

streetcar suburbs (first Brambleton and
Atlantic City, then Villa Heights and
Berkley, and after 1960 East Ghent and
Park Place) made the racial transition in
the familiar pattern.

The usual pattern of neighborhood
racial transition reflects the interaction
of several factors: the need for housing
on the part of blacks, and a resistance
to this need by whites; economic
benefits which accrue to certain
commercial institutions taking part in
the process of turnover; and the failure
of government leadership on all levels.
Perhaps one of the most vital elements
is neighborhood leadership. Few
neighborhoods in the midst of racial
transition can find the proper leadership
or develop the unity necessary to
question views held for a century and to
challenge the profiteers.

Colonial Place in the 1.960s shared the
problems of any aging neighborhood in
the streetcar co~muting belt, being too
old to sparkle with modernity, yet too
you n g to h avet he qua in t charm
associated with the nineteenth century
city. Its houses, square and roomy but of
no identifiable style, seemed tacky and
cramped, if not obsolete. The lack of
off-street parking, the ills any aging
wooden house is apt to display, and the
lack of social distinction all tended to
discourage residence there by young
families of means.

The schools, especially the secondary
schools, presented another obstacle. By
the 1960s the intake areas for Maury
High School and Blair Junior High
School, the schools which served Colonial
Place, included substantial numbers of
black children, many of them poor, at a
time when most of the other schools in
the northern and eastern areas of Norfolk
we re all-or nearly all-white. Stuart
Elementary School, in contrast, remained
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all white (until the 1966-67 school year).
Consequently, families already residing in
Colonial Place were likely to move out
when their children finished the seventh
grade, to avoid attendance at
substantially integrated Blair. This meant
that Colonial Place had the special burden
of having its children cope with school
integration just at the moment when
residents were becoming aware that black
entry into the neighborhood was a
possibility. Under such circumstances, a
timely move to a new house in a "better
neighborhood" could relieve uneasiness
about the children's education and
possible upheaval in the neighborhood,
while at the same time improving the
family's social position.

In 1960 neighboring Park Place began
the transition from white to black, a
process which was virtually completed
by mid-1966. The approach of blacks
toward Colonial Place rendered some
residents uneasy, but stirred others to
action. In 1965 a civic league was
formed, embracing an area north of
35th Street from Colley Avenue east to
the Lafayette River at City Park. The
purpose of this Colonial Place-R iverview
Civic League was to rally the
community and prevent sales to blacks,
thus preserving the residential status
quo. Like other citizens who have
organized for the same purpose
elsewhere, residents of Colonial Place
fo u nd their enterprise doomed to
failure. To some observers, it appeared
that real estate interests had marked out
the area for black settlement; and that
persons in that industry were already
engaged in the first step, trying to dry
up the white demand by warning white
home buyers that the neighborhood was
a bad investment, that it was endangered
by -black invasio·n,· and that~ due to the
schools and other factors, it was
unsuitable for white occupancy.1 After
it had been demonstrated that the
houses could not be sold to whites, then
blacks could buy, and the real estate
agents could assist in the orderly
withdrawal of the white population.
Customarily, the withdrawal was spurred
on by mail and telephone sol icitations
and personal door-to-door visits, all of
which urged white residents to leave at
once, "white you still can"-before real
estate values collapsed, while buyer
demand was high, and before they were
left alone in an all-black neighborhood.
Such had been the traditional pattern in
other nearby areas (East Ghent, Park
Place, and-after the late spring of
1966-on 36th and 37th streets); it

1See Mrs. Mildred Miller's letter to the
editor, Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, September 19,
1965, p. B-3.
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could be expected that the same pattern
would be repeated in Colonial Place all
the way up to the Lafayette River.

The movement of blacks into the areas
between 35th and 38th streets had two
visible effects during 1966-67. Stuart
School now became substantially
integrated, and the 35th Street shopping
area fell into a steep decline as
s hop k e e per s foil 0 wed the i r w hi te
clientele out of the neighborhood. By the
summer of 1967 the first blacks had
bought houses on the north side of 38th
Street, and on Georgia Avenue. This
long-feared arrival of black residents in
Colonial Place could have been expected
to be followed by the rapid departure of
the white population. This process did in
fact begin, but much more slowly than
below 38th Street, partly because the
black demand was slackening. Also, a
substantial number of Colonial Place
residents had not been psycho logically
persuaded to flee because of a fear of the
neighborhood's serious physical decline.
Perhaps most important of all, white
demand failed to dry up.

CIVIC LEAGUE'S ROLE

During the period of entry of the first
black families, new white families also
continued to move into Colonial Place,
attracted by the large houses sell ing at
reasonable prices, the convenience of the
area, and its proximity to rapidly
expanding Old Dominion College. In the
crucial year 1967-68, when Colonial Place
I i stings began to appear in the
black-oriented section of the Norfolk
newspapers' realty advertisements, several
realty salespersons, notably two from the
firm of Goodman-Segar-Hogan, continued
to bring wh ite buyers to look at Colon ial
Place houses, as did some of the new
residents who were connected with Old
Dominion College. By the spring of 1968
there was present in Colonial Place the
nucleus of a group which saw the
alternatives as either a stable
r a cia lIy-integrated neighborhood or a
black ghetto neighborhood, but not the
continued all-white neighborhood which
the majority of white residents wanted
and wh ich the all-wh ite civic league
membership still proclaimed as its goal.
This stabilization group, which will
henceforth be called "the group," was
composed of new white and black
residents who shared a desire to live in
Colonial Place as an integrated
community and who believed that the
ch aracter of the neighborhood made
stabilization practicable there and then.

The 1967-68 year was consumed with
bitter argu ments in the league about the
shape of the future and with
denunciations of integration as a
communist or an NAACP plot; it ended

wit h an amendment to the by-laws
moving the boundary of Colonial Place
from 35th Street to 38th Street so as to
exclude the bulk of the black residents.
The civic league, like the neighborhood,
seemed doomed. When the nominating
committee met to consider the 1968-69
s Iate 0 f 0 ff icers, none of the old
segregationist leadership would agree to
serve. The man who ultimately accepted
th is thankless task was a transition
figure-a tax lawyer of a few years'
residence who was attached neither to the
old leadership nor to the group. A native
of Richmond, he had the right accent for
the old guard, yet was flexible enough to
be a good leader fo r the new residents.
During his tenure of office, Colonial Place
turned the corner.

At the fi-rsfrneeting. \n the faH of
1968, after a spirited debate abo·~·t···the--

future of the neighborhood, a motion was
made to create a stabilization committee;
and so it was the group which then met
with official status and drafted a plan to
give Colonial Place new direction. Its
recommendations fell broadly into two
categories: to pronounce the civic league
inclusive of both races, publicly stating
the goal of integration as the alternative
to either total racial change or white
su premacy; and to attack the real
n e i g h borhood problems-physical
deterioration, the attitude of so many
real estate salesmen, the difficulties
presented by heavily integrated schools,
and a host of ordinary community
matters. When these recommendations
were presented in November, there was a
storm of indignation and protest; a way
of life was being challenged by a group of
II 0 utsiders" (an accusation essentially
true; only one member of the group-a
black woman-was born in Norfolk). The
session had to be adjou rned without any
action on the stabilization committee's
recommendations, and a specially called
meeting was scheduled for December. By
that time, enough members had modified
their stance so that all the group's
recommendations were accepted except
for one requesting that the civic league
boundary be restored to 35th Street. The
group now had to carry its battle to the
real estate firms, while at the same time
enduring the sniping of its segregationist
opponents.

To overcome this problem of
community fragmentation and lack of
cohesiveness, the stabilization committee
sought out one person in every block to
be block captain-the eyes and ears of the
league. These block captains, recruited
from both races, notified all residents of
the meetings and kept track of the
activities of real estate salespeople.
Beginning in April 1969 the block
capta ins a Iso h ad a newsletter to



distribute. This little paper-typed and
edited by residents and printed,
photocopied, or mimeographed at a
variety of places-helped both to unite
the neighborhood and to publicize what
the league was doing to stabilize and to
improve it. The newsletter was also usefu I
in squelching the rumors that inevitably
circulate in an integrating neighborhood.

ENLISTING THE REALTORS

The Civil Rights Act of 1968 gave the
stab i lization committee a lever with
which to oppose real estate companies'
attempts to stimulate panic selling.
Reports of solicitation and of
"steer ing"-showi ng houses in segregated
or transitional neighborhoods only to
blacks and warning whites away-were
forwarded to the Housing Section of the
Department of Justice. Reports of
questionable real estate activities from
both the neighborhood and from
Tidewater Fair Housing, Inc., which was
very active in efforts to open up the
suburbs, focused federal attention briefly
but effectively on Colonial Place. When it
was announced on TV and radio in July
1969 that the FBI was about to launch an
investigation of real estate practices in the
neighborhood, the unscrupulous brokers
stopped their panic peddling.

After 1969, despite some isolated
instances of panic solicitation, the real
estate firms of Tidewater began to
relent. The presidents of the Norfolk
Board of Realtors during 1969, 1970,
and 1971 were all receptive to requests
not to use mail or telephone
solicitations in Colonial Place; and the
league worked hard to re-educate real
estate salespersons to see the community
as one in which both races could live.
Personal calls, the maintenance of a
well-publicized list of cooperating
realtors, and the use of a brochure
assembled and circulated by a civic
league committee in 1970 gradually
overcame realtors' resistance and

convinced some important firms to alter
their attitudes and practices.
Nonetheless, a continu ing problem has
been the advice sometimes given to
white families that Colonial Place is not
a good investment or that it will be all
black in five years. When the civic league
began holding its annual open house in
May 1972 to show both "restored"
houses and those for sale in Colonial
Place, many real estate salespersons
responded with enthusiasm and began to
take clients in tow without regard to race.

The best defense against
uncooperative realty firms proved to be
the glare of unfavorable publicity. In the
spr ing of 1969 Norfolk's bi-racial
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Citizen's Advisory Committee held a
hearing in Colonial Place to listen to
complaints against real estate firms;
likewise, letters of complaint filed with
both the realty board and the
Department of Justice were effective in
some cases. Persuasion was also
effective. The cooperation of some
realtors and of the Norfolk Board of
Realtors, particularly during the
presidency of William J. Jonak, Jr. in
1971, was invaluable. Also working in
favor of the stabilization effort was the
pressure exerted by the United States
Navy during the critical years 1968
through 1970 to open up the suburbs to
black navy personnel. The walls of
suburban segregation crumbled at just
the right time for Colonial Place, helping
greatly to dispel the idea of a suburban
sanctuary to which whites could flee as
they had before 1968.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Another challenge was the public
school situation. By 1968 the racial ratio
at Stuart Elementary School was a matter
of concern if Colonial Place were to
remain desirable for white families with
young children. Integration at Stuart had
proceeded smoothly under the wise and
compassionate leadership of its principal,
D. C. Beery. But at Christmas 1968 Mr.
Beery suddenly died. At this point the
schoo I board, aware of the critical
importance of Stuart, appointed Jack
Thomas as principal. Mr. Thomas had a
gift for inspiring his teachers with esprit
de corps and for dealing firmly but kindly
with the children. Under his direction,
and with the addition of teachers' aides,
more library books, and special teachers
and programs, Stuart developed into
something of a model school. Even as its
racial proportion reached 72 percent
black and 28 percent wh ite at the end of
the 1969-70 school year, what might have
been a liability was a great asset in selling
the community to new residents.

Then in 1970 the Norfolk School
Board was ordered by the federal court to
ach ieve a greater degree of school
integration by clustering schools in
groups and transporting students to
various schools within the cluster. Stuart,
now regarded as a black school, was
paired with two predominantly white
schools just across the Lafayette River to
the north. Primary grade children were
bused out of Colonial Place and fifth and
sixth graders were bused into Stuart.
While furious protests came from
Norfolk's white neighborhoods,
integrated Colonial Place saw the busing
as a way of educating its children in

schools whose racial ratios reflected that
of the system as a whole and of relieving
overcrowded Maury high and Blair junior
high schools, which were already over
their desegregation woes.

NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT

While the civic league was educating
real estate firms, striving to help Stuart
School, and publicizing its stabilization
effort, it also worked with the city to
maintain the level of municipal services in
a neighborhood no longer solely white
and middle class. It formed committees
to relay to city agencies neighborhood
complaints about sanitation and housing
code enforcement. At the same time, it
explored ways of updating and improving
services such as street lighting and
maintenance of public open spaces, and
of coping with problems such as traffic
and incipient blight.

The first foray into the neighborhood
improvement area came during the spring
of 1969, when a Riverview high school
teacher initiated a petition to city council
for the rezoning of Colonial Place and
Riverview from multi-family to
single-family units. This movement
rece ived a n immediate and positive
response from residents new and old; and
w hen the civic league presented the
petitions to city council, the delegation
was a bi-racial one which projected-,
an unusual image of black and white
ne igh bars pursuing a single goal of
community improvement. Ultimately
Colonial Place and Riverview were
rezoned R-lIa, the. single family zoning
applicable to the lot sizes of the area.

Rezoning had come just in time.
Demolition of East Ghent began late in
the same year, and the rehousing of
families displaced from there and from
the educational center renewal area in
Bra m b leton put heavy pressures on
Colonial Place. Many realty salesmen
could not seem to think of any other
place for the displaced families to go, and
during 1970 and 1971 more black than
white families bought houses in Colonial
Place. During this period the brochure
was used effectively to recruit white
families.

Less successful, and in fact disastrous,
was the billboard episode of July 1970.
Bill board advertisements bearing an
emblem of interlocking white and black
circles were prepared with the statement,
flOur community did it, so can our city,
state and nation." Unfortunately, three
of the four billboards were set up not in
the suburban locations intended, but in
the ghetto areas on Granby Street,
Colonial and Brambleton avenues. Worse
yet, they appeared during a period of



great public excitement just after a new
desegregation plan had been released by
the school board. Riverview, which was
not yet integrated, reacted negatively and
showed strong indications of wanting to
leave the joint enterprise at this point,
but in the fall the breach was healed and
a united community faced the next phase
in the conservation effort.

In January 1971 the meeting of the
civic league featured a panel discussion on
"Norfolk's Neighborhoods in the 1970s,"
in which the main participant was Roy B.
Martin, mayor of Norfolk, along with
representatives of city agencies and real
estate interests. The mayor observed
s;g nificantly that the city had been
watch ing with interest what had been
goin9-0n in ColoniaLeJ.a~e--.an9 had
wondered why its assistance had not been
requested. He went on to suggest that the
civic league might explore the possibility
of having Colonial Place declared a
Conservation District, similar to the one
in Ghent which had reversed
deterioration there and spearheaded the
revitalization of the area.

In response, a letter was sent asking
city council to investigate the possibility
of a Conservation District. City councP
referred this request to the City Planning
Commission, which soon recommended
that the Norfolk Redevelopment and
Housing Authority undertake a detailed
investigation. This investigation was
approved by city council on March 9,
1971, and Colonial Place-R iverview began
a two-and-a-half year sojourn in the
bureaucratic wilderness. The result, for
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those with the patience to wait. was the
Colonial Place-Riverview Conservation
District established in October 1973.
Community needs and desires were made
known to the city by the creation of a
Neighborhood Coalition. an organization
separate from the civic league. At the
same time. the coalition had the task of
interpreting NRHA to the neighborhood
and explaining the glacial pace of their
activity.

There also emerged from NRHA in
July 1972 a "General Development Plan
for Colonial Place-R iverview" which
provided the basis for the Conservation
District approved by the city council in
the summer of 1973. By the autumn of
1973 the Conservation District and its
adjuncts, the Certificate of Occupancy
Program and the Housing Code
inspectors, using a code written by a
neighborhood committee and approved
by city council to apply only to the
Conservation District, were in busi ness.
A major objective. one unforeseen in
1968. had heen achieved.

Meanwhile. as the bureaucratic
process went on. the CIVIC league
continued its activities and added new
ones. Community Christmas caroling had
been started in 1968 and continued each
year. In 1972 the annual Open House
was inaugurated to bring prospective
purchasers together. with cooperating
realtors and sellers to view the houses
for sale. This event, well reported in the
newspapers and on television. was very
successful in conveying to realtors a
positive image of Colonial Place as

attractive to buyers of both races. It was
repeated in 1973 and 1974 with equally
good effect. By the opening of 1974 the
civic league could look back on three
years of substantial progress toward the
goal of stabilization. Whereas in 1970
about 60 percent of sales in Colonial
Place were to blacks, in 1973 whites
accounted for 69 percent of the housing
purchases. During this same period
house prices advanced at a rate of over
11 percent per year. This change
reflected renewed confidence in the
future of Colonial Place not only on the
part of home buyers but more
particularly on the part of real estate
firms and sales agents.

-- - -------=
CONCLUSIONS

More than seven years have now
passed since racial integration began in
Colonial Place. Its residents have found
the resources to adapt to a challenge
which the men who planned the
community seventy years ago could
never have envisioned.

As originally planned. Colonial Place
was to achieve distinctiveness by virtue
of its class composition. That hope was
never realized. but in its eighth decade
Colonial Place appears to be on the way
to achieving distinctiveness of another
sort, providing a home for people of
diverse racial. economic. and social
characteristics while maintaining the
physical and environmental attractions
of the streetcar suburb of an earlier era.
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